The Caesar competition is a leadership development competition. Chapters will submit a 2-minute video showcasing who they are and how they display leadership within their chapter. At the student symposium, students will collect points through various tasks such as attending leadership meetings and networking. The chapter with the most points at the end of the symposium will be the winner of the Caesar Competition.

**Video Requirements:**

1. 2-Minute Video Showcasing the Student chapter.
   a. Discuss leadership skill development, student chapter culture, etc.
2. Must showcase current students.
3. Only current students should work (shooting and editing) on the video.

**Examples of Other Tasks at Symposium:**

4. Students Are Encouraged to Collect Business Cards from companies present at the engineering expo, which will be tallied up once submitted.
5. Student chapter Attendance for leadership meetings will be accounted for and tallied up for final score

**Official Rubric will be prior to Symposium with official “day-of” Tasks**